
These 3 bays have impressive formations of sandstone cliffs and light blue waters. 

(only 5-10 min by boat from our hotel)

Logas Beach has a nice café with a glass balcony where you can take nice sunset photos. 

The Canal D’Amour (tunnel of love)  has a famous reputation. It is an underground path between two 

rocks that the visitor can easily walk to, due to shallow waters.  

This point is also recommended for diving. There are many caves under the canal. 

The beach is really wonderful. The white carven rocks that look like natural sculptures and the light 

blue waters compose an exotic view. 

Can be also visited by walk, it is only 5 klm distance from our hotel.
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This magnificent beach is at Afionas, just 5km walk from our hotel. 
Perched high on the headland looking down on St. George Bay to the south and the open 
Ionian Sea to the north, the lovely old village of Afionas is always on the agenda of many regular 
Corfu visitors. 
Porto Timoni is the larger of the two bays and has a glorious beach with clear water for you to swim 
and snorkel. It should take about 40smin to arrive at the bay from our hotel, allowing time to stop for 
photos and water. If you are feeling adventurous you can walk up the hill to the far left hand side of 
Porto Timoni towards the church of Agios Stylianos which is set in a rock cave. It’s the best spot to 
enjoy an breathtaking view to St. George Bay and to Diapont islands.
Paleokastritsa is one of the most celebrated beauty spots on the island, six small coves with incred-
ibly clear water surrounded by olive, cypress and lemon trees. The landscape combines blue-green 
waters with picturesque rocky bays and the famous byzantine monastery of Panagia Paleokastritissa, 
with the small museum.
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Three small islands just opposite from San Stefano bay, similar to exotic islands you’ve seen in pic-

tures. The island of Erikousa is rich in green forests, filled with cypress, and olive trees, 

while the island of Mathraki is a quiet island with a white-sand beach and turquoise waters and at the 

small port’s taverns you can eat local fresh fish!

Othoni is the westernmost settlement and island in Greece. The main yacht port of the island, 

Ammos, offers good protection from North winds. 

During the last years the island is being slowly discovered by tourists for its crystal clear blue waters, 

sandy beaches and exotic caves. 
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